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Part 3 of Nelman’s Searcher EPs (click here for Part 2)
offers more great mixes of his emotionally inspired
music. The “In Search Of Myself” collection of tracks
are an expression of and born from a time of deep
emotional crisis. While the “Search My Dream”
collection (more versions in The Searcher EP Parts 1 &
2) are written for his wife who is a great help to him in
his music creation process and also a big fan of
melodic Trance. By combining In Search of Myself with
Search My Dream on the same EP we see two very
different emotional states represented. In Search of
Myself is like being caught in a dark storm while
Search My Dream is reminiscent of blue skies, soft
clouds and rainbows of colour.
Search My Dream (GL Mix)
This one reminds me of work by the legendary 90’s Hard House / NRG producer Ian M although holds a little more
Trance and a little less House! It is the acid bass twister loop that drives and holds the whole thing together, while
the classic breakdown build up will certainly get the DJ reaching for the volume dial!

In Search Of Myself (She’s My Desire Mix)
Loving this twisted mix of “In Search Of Myself”! The big wide feel of the main
synth is nicely complimented by the tight, choppy percussions and new
melodic twists. The second section has a more serene feel then the other
ISOM mixes and somehow manages to shake off that claustrophobic vibe.

In Search Of Myself (Useless Desire Mix)
This one is tough and slamming with a heavier percussive influence and
some nice experimental edges. I like the Hard House feel (although with a
slower tempo) coupled with the Techno edge low end buzz. Progressive to
the max this one twists from one lead to another in an ever evolving mass!

In Search Of Myself (Take Me Away Mix)
Deep kicks and futuristic loops start things off while the rustic shuffling percussion contrasts nicely. As the name
suggests this mix has an increased spacey feel especially when compared with some of the other darker versions.
No doubt this mix would definitely work nicely in deep progressive House/Trance sets.

In Search Of Myself (You Feel My Pain Mix)
This one is back to the intense darkness of Parts 1 and 2. The twisted vocals and knife edge melodic line coupled
with the close quartered percussive loops almost gives this a suicidal vibe! Thankfully the experimental loops and
effects do provide some distraction from the sheer darkness of it all.
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